TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

SEC. 36 T 31 S R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: 1881 Bk 10 Page 73
1886 Bk 14 Page 47 1920-1919 COATES MAPS A-117 & B-105
1930 MAP F-10-209 1947 MAP A-299 MAP F-15-15
1948 Forrest Found 1.25" T.P. Bk 43 Page 50

CONDITION:

1 1/2" Iron Pipe with tack + 3 1/2 feet deep

30" Stump marked 1/4 S -- Scribbling was exposed

COMMENTS: Refer to back of this card for further explanation of discovering this corner

REWITNESS

1 SET 1 1/2" Iron Pipe with 3" Brass Cap inside a 3" Iron Pipe (flush with pavement)

1/4 Hat Section 58° W. - 13.8 feet

NEW ACCESSORY:

Plunge Mark West side of 36" Culvert 573° E 25.5'
30" Spruce Stump 507° W 12.50

COMMENTS: SET CAP OVER FOVED 3" IRON PIPE
A. E. DUNNAN TRAVERSED FROM SECTION CORNER TO 1/4 CORNER
36", 31. A. E. DUNNAN RETRACED W.E. ANDERSON'S FIELD WORK
AND FOUND THE 1/4 CORNER

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

A. Duncan
E. Arthur
C. McGuire

DATE: 7-16-68

COUNTY CORNER TAG AFFIXED.

PHOTO:

TITLE:

COS...